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ABSTRACT: Program slicing is a decomposition technique that produces a new sub-program relevant to a particular computation. Program slicing was first introduced by Weiser in 1981 [27]. Since then, program slicing has grown and become an important research field in software engineering. This paper briefly describes the program representation, program slicing techniques and their applications.
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1.0 INTRODUCTION
Since Weiser’s technique, program slicing has grown and become an important research field in software engineering. This fact was endorsed by Binkley and Gallagher [3], who stated that the number of citations for the paper by Weiser on program slicing increased significantly year by year. Recently, there are a number of papers that have done a survey on program slicing techniques and it applications [12, 9, 22, 25]. Since Weiser’s first program slicing technique, many program slicing techniques have been introduced such as dynamic slicing [21, 1], forward slicing [2], decomposition slicing [15], interprocedural slicing [20], conditioned slicing [5], stop-list slicing [13], amorphous slicing [4], hybrid program slicing [24] and abstract slicing [19, 28].

Program slicing is a decomposition technique that produces a new sub-program relevant to a particular computation. The new sub-program is called a slice, and is an executable program that is produced from the original program with respect to the specified slicing criterion. Slicing criterion is a set of conditions used in the slicing computation to produce a slice. A basic slicing criterion uses two main parameters. They are the variable or a set of variables and the location of interest. This paper is organized in three main sections. The next section discusses the representation of programs or systems. This is followed by a discussion of program slicing techniques in the third section. The fourth section is about the applications of program slicing.

2.0 REPRESENTATION OF PROGRAM
There are three different representations used in different types of slicing such as control flow graphs, program dependence graph, and system dependence graph. A brief explanation of these representations is given below.

2.1 Control Flow Graph
Tip [26] states that Weiser’s approach uses data flow and control flow dependences in order to compute a slice. A Control Flow Graph (CFG) is a representation of the program with the combination of nodes and edges from the start node to the end node. A CFG represents control dependencies of the program. An example of CFG is shown in Figure 1. Every statement in the program is represented by nodes. The flow from one node to another node is called an edge. Nodes 1 and 4 are called predicate nodes because they have more than one outgoing edge. A path is the flow from the start node (node 1) to the end node (node 7). Nodes 6 and 7 are non-branching statements which can be treated as one statement unit [10]. There are four unique paths through the CFG in Figure 1.

Figure 1: The Control Flow Graph

2.2 Program Dependence Graph
A Program Dependence Graph (PDG) is an intermediate representation of a program using a combination of data dependences and control dependences of the program [11, 20, 23]. Data dependences are used to represent data flow relations of the program. Control dependences represent control flow relationships of the program. Control dependences are derived from the CFG. For instance, in Figure 2, statement 7 is dependent on statement 3 because statement 7 has the use of the variable sum that depends on its definition at statement 3. The relation of both statements is called data dependence. Statement 5 and 7 show the relationship between statement and predicate. Statement 7 is dependent on statement 5 as a predicate. This dependence is called the control dependence.
(1) read (n);
(2) i := 1;
(3) sum := 0;
(4) product := 1;
(5) while i <= n
(6) {
(7) sum := sum + 1;
(8) product := product * i;
(9) i ++;
(10) }
(11) write (sum);
(12) write (product);

Figure 2: The Program to be Sliced [26]

2.3 System Dependent Graph
Horwitz et al [20] have introduced the concept of System Dependence Graph (SDG). SDG is an extension of the PDG. It includes the PDG, which represents the main program of the system; procedure dependence graphs, which represent the procedures of the system; and some additional edges. There are two types of additional edges. These are the edges that represent direct dependences between a call site and the called procedure, and edges that represent transitive dependences due to calls. In SDG, transitive interprocedural flow dependences are represented by using heavy bold arcs. The call edges, parameter-in edges, and parameter-out edges which connect program and procedure dependence graphs together are represented by using dashed arrows.

3.0 PROGRAM SLICING TECHNIQUES
3.1 Static and Dynamic Slicing
The first program slicing technique by Weiser was based on static program analysis [27]. Weiser’s program slices are called an executable static slice [3]. It is called an executable because the slices are an executable program and called static because the computation of slices is performed without considering the input of the program. Figure 2 shows a program which computes the value of variable sum and product if the input n is a positive number. A slice of this program with respect to the slicing criterion (product, 12) is all statements that are involved in the computation of the variable product at line 12. In other words, all statements that are involved in the computation of the variable sum have been excluded from the slice. The statements that are involve in this slice are 1, 2, 4, 5, 6, 8, 9, 10, and 12. Korel and Laski [21] have proposed dynamic slicing as a counterpart of Weiser’s static slicing technique. Their technique has considered the input values in the computation of slice. They introduced the concept of the trajectory which is the path that has actually been executed for some input. The concepts of data flow and control flow are used in order to produce Data-data (DD) and Test Control (TC) relations based on the trajectory. The DD relation is equivalent to the concept of definition-use (du) and the TC relation is based on control dependence. A dynamic slice can be computed by using the DD and TC relations. The main element in their technique is that they compute a slice based on a program execution (trajectory) not a CFG. Agrawal and Horgan [1] have also discussed dynamic slicing. They have introduced the concept of Dynamic Dependence Graph (DDG) that is based on the PDG. The only difference between them is that the DDG creates a separate node for each occurrence of a statement in the execution history. In other words, the number of nodes in the DDG is equal to the number of statements in the execution history including repeated statements.

3.2 Backward and Forward Slicing
Weiser’s program slicing technique is also known as a backward slicing. It is known as Backward because the way edges are traversed using a dependent graph. Weiser’s backward slicing computes slices using the data flow analysis that begins by tracing backward the possible statements that have influences on the variable of interest. For example, the slice for the program in Figure 2 with respect to the variable sum at line 11 is statements 1, 2, 3, 5, 6, 7, 9, 10 and 11. The computation of the slice starts at line 11 which is the use of the variable sum. From the use of this variable sum, the slice will be computed backward using the CFG. The last definition (def) of the variable sum is at line 7. From this line all related definition-uses are considered in the slice. Bergeretti and Carre [2] have introduced the notion of forward slicing. Forward slicing includes all statements that depend on the slicing criterion. Forward slice can be obtained from the PDG. Horwitz et al. [20] have computed forward slices for interprocedural program based on the SDG.

3.3 Conditioned Slicing
Conditioned program slicing was first introduced by Canfora et al. [5] and later modified as variants [17,8, 18, 7]. The conditioned program slicing forms a bridge between the static and dynamic analysis. The conditioned slicing criterion is a triple, (p, V, n) where p is some initial conditions of interest and (V, n) are the two elements of the static slicing criterion.

3.4 Stop-List Slicing
Early program slicing techniques required two parameters: a variable or a set of variables, and a program location of interest. All statements related to this slicing criterion are included in the program slice. Gallagher et al. [13] have introduced a new technique that has considered a third additional parameter in the slicing criterion. The third parameter is called stop-list and is a set of variables that are not of interest. The computation of a stop-list slice will exclude all statements that are related to these excluded variables by using the data-flow dependence analysis. In theory, this technique has the potential to reduce the size of slice compared to the traditional slicing techniques. The evaluation of this technique by Gallagher et al. [13] shows that the results are encouraging giving a large reduction in the slice size.

3.5 Decomposition Slicing
Gallagher and Lyle [15] have introduced the term decomposition slicing. The technique uses slicing to decompose a program directly into two parts, decomposition slice and complement. The decomposition
slice is built for one variable and is the union of all slices taken at line numbers of the uses of the given variable. The calculation of these slices can use any independent slicing techniques. Therefore, the quality of the decomposition slice is dependent on the quality of the slice itself. The complement is the sub-program that remains after the decomposition slice is removed from the original program.

4.0 APPLICATIONS OF PROGRAM SLICING

4.1 Debugging

The original program slicing technique by Weiser was developed to aid debugging activities [27]. In debugging, the purpose is to identify errors that occur in the program. Program slicing techniques can assist the debugger to detect errors and the affected statements without considering the unrelated statements. Program slicing can minimize the size of the original program to the parts of interest based on the slicing criterion. The application of debugging has also motivated the introduction of dynamic slicing [16]. Dynamic slicing [1, 21] can offer a better assistant in debugging. It can produce a smaller slice compared to static slicing for a specific program input.

4.2 Program Comprehension

An early part of the software maintenance phase is program comprehension. Program slicing can be used to assist the program comprehension process. For instance, Canfora et al. [5] have used conditioned slicing in the context of program comprehension and reused existing software. Conditioned slicing enables the computation of refined code fragments implementing specific program behaviors. Binkley et al. [4] have used amorphous slicing for program comprehension.

4.3 Software Maintenance

Software maintenance is always dealing with changes. It determines whether a change at some parts of the program will affect the behavior of the other parts of the program. Program slicing can be used in order for the maintainer to concentrate only on the modified parts of the program. This can minimize the chances of introducing unexpected errors. Gallagher and Lyle [15] have introduced decomposition slicing that was used in a new software maintenance process model.

4.4 Software Testing

There are two main structural based testing techniques: control flow testing and data flow testing. Program slicing techniques are based on the manipulation of control flow and data flow graphs. The important part of software testing that applies program slicing techniques is regression testing. Slicing based testing techniques have been discussed in [14, 6].

5.0 CONCLUSION

This paper briefly explains the techniques of program slicing. Since Weiser’s first technique, many program slicing techniques has been introduced such as dynamic slicing, forward slicing, and decomposition slicing, and conditioned slicing. This paper also classifies the slicing techniques into some applications such as debugging, software maintenance, program comprehension and regression testing.
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